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Abstract OOK line rates of 220 Gbit/s and 408 Gbit/s 8PAM and transmission over 100 m are 

demonstrated with a resonant plasmonic racetrack modulator. The device requires low 0.6 Vp driver 

voltages, offers a bandwidth >110 GHz and on-chip losses of 1.0 dB.  

Introduction 
Optical intensity modulation/direct detection 
(IM/DD) systems play an important role in 
modern datacom systems. Currently, the 
demand for optical data transmission increases 
with 40% p.a.[1], and telecom standards foresee 
data rates of IM/DD systems to grow from 100 to 
≥200 Gbit/s per dimension[2]. 

Electro-optic (EO) modulators serving these links 

should offer a compact footprint, low optical loss, 

and a low energy consumption[3]. Intensity 

modulators based on Mach-Zehnder 

interferometers meanwhile provide EO 

bandwidths in excess of 100 GHz[4] and symbol 

rates >200 GBaud[5]. However, resonant EO 

modulators[6, 7] can be advantageous for IM/DD, 

because of a more compact footprint, lower 

electrical energy consumption and an inherent 

wavelength-division-multiplexing capability 

enabled by their wavelength selective nature. 

Indeed, recent advances have been impressive: 

Symbol rates up to 120 GBd have enabled net 

data rates after forward-error correction (FEC) of 

nearly 200 Gbit/s[8-14], see Fig 1. However, a 

further increase of the line rate is hampered by 

the photon-lifetime-limited EO bandwidth of 

resonant devices, which has not yet reached 

120 GHz in photonic resonant modulators. 

In this work, we demonstrate a racetrack 

modulator based on a plasmonic-organic hybrid 

(POH) phase shifter fabricated on the silicon-on-

insulator platform. Our device features a 1 dB on-

chip device loss. The moderate quality factor of 

� � 730 enables a 3-dB bandwidth exceeding 

110 GHz and allows for 220 Gbit/s 2PAM and 

400 Gbit/s 8PAM intensity modulation (IM) and is 

shown to enable rack-to-rack communication 

over 100 m and reception by direct detection 

(DD). 

Device Technology 
Fig. 2(a) shows the schematic of the device. 
Silicon photonic waveguides and a directional 
coupler form a racetrack structure; grating 

couplers are used to couple light to and from the 
chip. The device obtains its active functionality 
from a high-speed POH phase shifter, which is 
integrated into the racetrack[11]. The plasmonic 
gold-insulator-gold slot waveguide is 7.5 µm long 
and 105 nm wide, and its metal electrodes serve 
both as waveguides and as pads for high-speed 
radio frequency (RF) probes. The plasmonic slot 
is functionalized using Lightwave Logic’s 
Perkinamine™ chromophore series 3[15]. This 
organic material has been tested for reliability 
and has achieved a stable performance of less 
than 5% variance at 85°C for over 2000 hours[16]. 
The material features a glass transition 
temperature Tg greater than 170°C. The bulk r33 
electro-optic coefficient at 50% APC loading has 
been measured to amount to 148 pm/V at 
1550 nm. The chromophre has been deposited 
from an organic solvent onto the chip. 

 
Fig. 1: Bits per symbol and symbol rate of recent high 

Baud-Rate IM/DD demonstrations. 

 
Fig. 2: a) Schematic of a POH racetrack modulator. The 

active plasmonic section is 7.5 μm long and 105 nm wide. 
b) Optical microscopy image of the reference device. GC 

is grating coupler, WG is waveguide. 



Chromophores have been aligned by electric 
field poling near the material Tg. A microscope 
picture of the reference device is shown in 
Fig. 2(b). 

By applying a voltage to the electrodes, the 

optical phase relation of the racetrack is 

modulated, effectively changing its resonance 

wavelength. This modulates the optical power 

transmitted through the device. 

Static and BW Characterization 
Fig. 3(a) shows the fiber-to-fiber insertion loss 

(IL) of the device. At 1550 nm, the total IL is only 

6.5 dB. This value includes the on-chip plasmonic 

racetrack modulator losses in the order of 1.0 dB 

and the silicon photonic grating couplers losses 

contributing 2.75 dB/coupler. The racetrack 

cavity exhibits a free-spectral-range of 7.16 nm 

and a Q-factor of ~730. Fig. 3(b) shows the 

transmission spectra at -2 and +2 VDC. We 

measure a modulation efficiency of 0.178 nm/V. 
To measure the EO frequency response of the 
racetrack modulator, Fig. 3(c), the modulator was 
driven with a continuous-wave RF signal. The 
laser was tuned to the operating point (OP) at 
3 dB into the right resonance. Up to 70 GHz, a 
signal generator was used to feed a signal of -
10 dBm to the device (blue dots), whereas the 
beating of two laser lines on a 70-GHz 
photodetector (PD) was used to generate higher 
frequencies at a signal level of -16 dBm. Our 
device shows a flat frequency response up to the 
equipment limit of 110 GHz. 

Rack-to-Rack Data-Transmission Experiment 
The device has been tested for its performance 

in a short-reach scenario with transmission up to 

600 m over a standard single-mode fibers. 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4(a). A 

C-band tunable laser source (TLS) is used to 

couple light into the device with a fiber-array (FA). 

As an electrical data source, we used a 

256GSa/s, 70GHz arbitrary waveform generator 

(AWG). We use it to differentially drive[17] the 

device with a 0.6 Vp amplitude (single-ended, 

measured into 50Ω). The driving voltage over the 

plasmonic slot is doubled due to the signal 

reflection at an almost purely capacitive load. The 

resonant nature of the device helps in reducing 

the required driving voltage. After the device, 

there is a variable length of SMF28 fiber (0 to 

600 m). The signal is then received in a 

preamplified direct-detection receiver. The 

receiver consists of an EDFA, an attenuator to 

9 dBm and a 145 GHz PD. The PAM signal has 

been sampled using a 256 GSa/s, 113 GHz real-

time oscilloscope (DSO), followed by offline 

digital signal processing (DSP). 

In a first experiment, we transmit three different 

signals through 100 m of fiber: a 220 GBaud 

2PAM signal with a 0.15-roll-off square-root-

raised-cosine pulse-shape (SRRC), a 

160 GBaud 4PAM signal (0.6 SRRC), and a 

136 GBaud 8PAM signal (0.85 SRRC). All signals 

are generated using random binary data. In 

Fig. 4(b), the optical spectra taken directly after 

the device at ① are shown for each of the symbol 

rates. The spectra have been recorded with a 

 
Fig. 4: a) Experimental setup for the IM/DD transmission. b) Optical spectrum measured after chip. 

 
Fig. 3: a) F2F transmission spectrum in log scale. The 

F2F loss is 6.5dB including GCs and 1.0 dB device loss. 
b) F2F transmission spectrum at +-2VDC. The device 

features a DC tunability of 0.178 nm/V c) Electro-optical 
power response with bandwidth exceeding 110GHz. F2F-

Tm is fiber-to-fiber transmission. 



chip input optical power of 0 dBm. In the optical 

spectra, the 70 GHz limitation of the AWG is 

clearly visible. 

We subject the received signals to offline DSP. 

For the 2PAM signal this consists of timing 

recovery, T/2-spaced linear equalization (LMS) 

with 151 taps, nonlinear pattern mapping with 

pattern length of 7, and an additional T-spaced 

linear equalization with 555 taps. For both 4PAM 

and 8PAM signaling, we use timing recovery, 3rd 

order Volterra equalizer (255 taps, 55 taps and 

13 taps for each order respectively), and the T-

spaced LMS. The Volterra equalizer helps to 

linearize the transfer function of the racetrack 

modulator for higher order modulation formats. In 

the future, there is room for improvement of the 

linearity by applying a static pre-distortion in the 

transmitter[18]. 

Fig. 5(a) to (c) shows the eye diagrams of the 

received signals at 10 dBm chip optical input 

power. Their BERs (220 Gbps 2PAM: 3.44 ⋅ 10��, 
320 Gbps 4PAM: 3.96 ⋅ 10��, 408 Gbps 8PAM: 

3.83 ⋅ 10��) are below the 20% overhead SD-

FEC limit[19] of 4 ⋅ 10��. The achieved net data-

rates are 183 Gbps (2PAM), 266 Gbps (4PAM), 

and 340 Gbps (8PAM). 

When reducing the 2PAM symbol rate to 

160 Gbaud and operating at 0 dBm chip optical 

input power, a BER of 2.73 ⋅ 10�� below HD-FEC 

is reached with a 151-tap LMS filter only. 

In a second experiment, we evaluated the BER 

of the 2PAM signals (0.2 SRRC, 220 GBaud: 

0.15 SRRC) at 0 dBm chip input power after 

transmission over distances 0 to 600 m fiber, see 

Fig. 6. The 200 GBaud 2PAM signal was 

successfully received below the SD-FEC limit for 

distances up to 600 m. However, the 220 GBaud 

2PAM signal degraded after transmission over 

500 m, due to dispersive effects in the SMF28 at 

1550 nm. As no other subdivisions  of fiber length 

have been available we report a successful 

transmission over 100 m. 

Summary and Outlook 
We have demonstrated a high-speed plasmonic 

racetrack modulator with 1.0 dB on-chip device 

losses. It features a bandwidth exceeding 

110GHz. The resonant nature of the device 

enables highest-speed operation with low 0.6 Vp 

driver voltages. The device has been 

successfully tested transmission over 100 m of 

fiber with a 220 Gbps 2PAM, a 320 Gbps 4PAM 

and a 408 Gbps 8PAM signal. All BERs have 

shown to operate below the SD-FEC limits. 

Future devices operating also in the O-band and 

featuring a heater controlling the resonance 

wavelength may be viable, compact and low-loss 

alternatives to more traditional non-resonant 

devices. 
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